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This presentation was prepared exclusively for the benefit and use of the members of Western Capital Markets (“WCM”) for the
purpose of teaching and discussing financial and investment matters. This presentation is proprietary to WCM .

The information and any analyses contained in this presentation are taken from, or based upon, information obtained from the
WCM Executive Team or from publicly available sources. Any information taken from external literature is appropriately
referenced. The completeness and accuracy of this presentation cannot be assured by WCM.

To the extent projections and financial analyses are set forth herein, they may be based on estimated financial performance
prepared by WCM and are intended only to suggest reasonable ranges of results. Any calculations or value ranges indicated
herein are preliminary and should not be construed as opinions of WCM or their individual members as to value, fair market
value, or target prices at which a transaction would be considered fair from a financial point of view and must not be relied upon
or disclosed as constituting such a document or opinion.

WCM does not take liability for any inaccurate information, and is not liable for any investment advice. Before acting on any
information, from WCM or external sources, you should contact a Certified Financial Advisor.

Disclaimer 
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I. Current Events Overview



How Do We Measure An Economy?

Key Terms

▪ Leading Indicators: Statistics that precede and predict the 

upcoming business cycle

– Example: Interest Rates

▪ Lagging Indicators: Economic factors that only change after the 

economy begins to follow a certain trend

– Example: GDP (Gross Domestic Product)

▪ Coincident Indicators: Economic factors that reflect the current 

economic situation

– Example: Unemployment Rate

How does the market use economic indicators?

▪ Central banks use these indicators to measure the likelihood of economic downturn and evaluate the tools at hand to control interest 

rates. Lower rates tend to increase borrowing which pumps money back into the system

▪ Quantitative Easing: the central bank purchases securities from the market to increase the money supply for consumer spending 

and investment; the goal is to provide banks more liquidity

▪ The Bank of Canada can also adjust the Policy Interest rate—how much they charge financial institutions to borrow one-day funds. 

A discounted policy interest rate can subsequently reduce borrowing rates for consumers

▪ Remember: The federal bank must provide enough spending incentives to overcome consumers' tendency to save during a recession



How is the Canadian Economy Doing?

▪ "The stock market has predicted 9 of the past 5 

recessions" - Economist Paul Samuelsohn

▪ Once something becomes an indicator and everyone uses 

it/prepares to react to its results, it no longer provides 

any new information about the economy and stops being 

useful

▪ A similar concept exists in investing:

– Increasing unemployment might indicate a 

recession and you might buy defensive stocks, but 

once everyone knows this and stock prices react to 

changes in  unemployment, your strategy no longer 

works

Common Indicators What Can We Make of This?

Employment 
Rate

Fluctuates with economic 
highs/lows

Consumer 
Confidence

Affects spending

Consumers are finicky 
compared to gov/companies

Interest Rates
High/low rates show the Bank 
of Canada's predictions for the 

economy

Inflation
Inflation tends to pick up as 
the economy reaches its peak 

and wages are high



Canada Going into 2020

Optimistically

▪ Inverted Yield Curve

– Investors fear a recession so there is enough demand 

for long term bonds guaranteeing capital growth 

(versus stocks that might fall) that this outweighs the 

premium investors usually demand due to the extra 

risk associated with long term investments

– Since 1957, all recessions have followed a yield curve 

inversion, but not all yield curve inversions have 

preceded a recession

▪ Canadians' household debt burden is 1.79x income, higher 

than France/Germany/Japan/USA, limiting consumers’ 

abilities to continue spending at current levels

– 14.9% of income is spent servicing debt instead of 

being used to buy goods/services

▪ A trade war with China and volatility in emerging markets 

is slowing down the global economy and hurting exports

– Manufacturing giants like Germany have already 

experienced recent GDP contraction (-0.1%)

Pessimistically

▪ Unemployment

– Wages are rising and unemployment is falling. In 

September alone, the unemployment rate fell 0.2%

– Both low unemployment and rising pay reduce the 

risk of economic downturn and mitigate the 

damages should one occur

▪ Housing and Immigration

– Despite concern for a shrinking market, the number 

of housing sales rose 15.5% in the last year

– One in five homes are being purchased by someone 

who arrived within the last 10 years. These gains 

indicate that foreign investors still see Canada as 

viable

▪ Inflation

– Core interest rates remain well within the Bank of 

Canada's target range (1.9% vs. 2%) . This 

incentivizes spending to stimualte the economy



II. Firm Primers



▪ Capital Markets - S&T, Corporate & Investment Banking

▪ Money Markets & Treasury

▪ Operations – Finance, Marketing, Technology

▪ Wealth Management

Common Internship Opportunities

Big 5 Banks Primer

Banks

Learn About Bank Structure

Bank

Capital 
Markets

Wealth
Mgmt

P&C 
Banking

Ops

▪ Firm structure

▪ Sought after skills

▪ Work/Team Structure

▪ Mentorship Opportunities

▪ Diversity Initiatives



▪ Polar is one of Canada’s leading multi-strategy hedge 

funds, offering three funds across 11 investment strategies

▪ Offices located in Toronto and Calgary, with 30 investment 

professionals including 16 analysts, 4 traders and 6 strategy 

leads

▪ AUM: US$3.4 billion

▪ Website: https://www.polaramp.com/

Firm Overview

Polar Asset Management Primer

Common Internships & Positions

What Should I Research & Prepare?

1. Which of their strategies is most interesting? 

2. What jobs did current analysts hold prior to their positions? 

3. What extra-curriculars, awards & courses were major parts 

of analysts’ education? 

4. What differentiates Polar from other major hedge funds and 

asset managers in Toronto?

Funds & Strategies

▪ Structured Credit Investor

▪ Convertible Bond Trader 

▪ Equities Investment Analyst – Long / Short 

▪ Equities Investment Analyst – Multi-Strategy

Funds Select Strategies

Multi-Strategy 

Long / Short 

Micro-Cap

NA Micro-Cap

Canadian Event Driven

Convertible Arbitrage



▪ Lazard is a leading global independent strategic advisory 

firm and asset manager 

▪ Today, Lazard has offices in 43 cities across 27 countries, 

with the Toronto office opening its practice in 2016

following its acquisition of the boutique Verus Partners

▪ Website: https://www.lazard.com/

Firm Overview

Lazard Primer

Common Internships & Positions

What Should I Research & Prepare?

▪ Which business lines interest me most? Which are the 

largest teams that will be hiring? 

▪ What deals has Lazard’s Toronto office advised on recently 

that I am most interested in and what about them do I want 

to learn more about?

Services Provided

▪ Investment Banking Summer Analyst

– Various Business Lines, Generalist

▪ Asset Management Summer Analyst 

Financial Advisory Asset Management

M&A & Strategy 

Restructuring 

Shareholder Activism

Mutual Funds 

Closed-End Funds 

Retirement Funds



▪ SI delivers full-service data analytics, business intelligence 

research solutions to the asset management sector across 13 

business units

▪ Headquartered in New York, the company has offices in 

nine cities around the world and serves 83 of the world’s 

100 largest fund managers

▪ Website: https://www.strategic-i.com/

Firm Overview

Strategic Insight Primer

Common Internships & Positions

What Should I Research & Prepare?

▪ What technical skills are useful in an industry such as this?

▪ How can I prepare over the next 1-3 years to learn 

these skills? 

▪ What clubs and projects did current analysts work on prior 

to their experience at the firm? 

Service Lines

▪ Junior Data Analyst 

▪ Systems Engineer 

▪ Software Developer 

1 2 3 4

SI 
Data

SI 
Research

SI 
Intelligence

SI 
Interactive



III. Networking Etiquette Review & Follow-Up Guide



Networking Review

Overview of Networking

Build the right first impression 
and move forward from your 

first point of contact whether its 
at an event of cold-emailing

Figuring out what you want to 
learn, as well as preparing your 

resume 
Learn first-hand from people’s 

experiences and stories 

Maintain your relationship
going forward

1 2 3 4

Making Contact Preparing The “Coffee Chat” Follow-up



Following Up

How should you follow up?

1

2

Follow up within 1 to 2 days to thank the contact for their time 

Mention any key points from your conversation or how the conversation was able to help you 

3 Suggest next point of contact (e.g. referral to someone, meeting in the future)

4 KISS: Keep It Simple Stupid!



Following Up (Example)

Hi Andrew, 

I wanted to follow up and say thank you for taking the time to chat the other day – really appreciated your insights 
into Deloitte and your perspectives on the Global Payments industry. Your insights into the political and financial 
challenges and opportunities in Latin America were fascinating. As discussed, I have attached my resume below. 
In the meantime, please let me know if there is any one else within the group that you think might be beneficial to 
reach out to. 

Thanks,
Caitlyn Liu
HBA Candidate 2021 | Ivey Business School
T: +1 (416) 967-1111
E: CLiu.HBA2021@ivey.ca
L: linkedin.com/in/caitlyn-liu/

tel:(519)%20722-7365
mailto:NTommasini.HBA2021@ivey.ca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/n-tommasini/


Poor Networking

Why Does Networking Fail?

Inability to follow correct 
professional norms 

Not asking insightful or 
valuable questions

Not following up or failing to 
maintain consistent contact

Person is not open or does not 
offer good advice/information

1 2 3 4

Poor Etiquette Bad Questions Poor Follow-up Low Value Target



What I Wish I Knew…

Key Takeaways from Networking, Recruiting & Firm Visits

▪ Figure out a preparation process that works for you

▪ Take each interview experience (success/failure) as a learning experience

▪ Preparing for interviews is an opportunity to reflect on your capabilities, your values, and the 

decisions you’ve made

▪ Don’t rely solely on your natural abilities, interviewing is an acquired skill

▪ Recruiting decisions are often arbitrary first impressions & soft skills matter

▪ Understand the job your interviewing for

– Speak to > 1 person at the firm

– Research and gather as much information online as you can

▪ Your peers are an undervalued resource when it comes to preparing for recruiting & interviews

▪ You’re more than just your internship/career
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